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switches. The proposed approach is tested on a dataset of
YouTube music videos.

Abstract— This paper presents a system for online multi-face
tracking in unconstrained videos. Different shooting angles,
strong illumination changes, abrupt motion and face pose
changes are the main characteristics of these videos. The
proposed online multi-face tracking system combines deep
convolutional neural network face detection, multiple instances
of a tracker based on discriminative scale and space correlation
filters, shot change detection, tracking failure detection, tracklet
generation, and ResNet-based face identity label assignment.
The system is tested on a dataset of YouTube music videos which
is characterised by video sequences with great visual differences
caused by face appearance variations (changes in pose, size,
makeup, and illumination), and/or rapid camera motion. The
results of the experiment expressed by MOTA, MOTP and IDS
metrics are given and compared with state-of-the-art multitarget trackers.

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF COMMON MTT TECHNIQUES
A brief review of common MTT techniques is given in this
section. In general, depending on how objects which should
be tracked are initialised, MTT methods are classified [1] as
Detection-Based Tracking (DBT) or “tracking-by-detection”
(TBD) and Detection-Free Tracking (DFT). DBT methods [25] use a type-specific object detector or motion detector in
each frame to obtain a target hypothesis (location, size), and
tracking is conducted to link detection hypotheses into
trajectories. DFT methods [6, 7] require the manual
initialisation of a fixed number of targets (in the form of
bounding-box annotations of the objects/targets) in the first
frame, and then the localisation of these targets in subsequent
frames. The major differences between DBT and DFT are: i)
DBT uses automatic initialisation which is imperfect and it
depends on the quality of the detector, while DFT results in
perfect initialisation; ii) DBT should be adapted to the specific
type of target, while DTF is applicable to any type of target;
iii) DBT is able to handle a varying number of targets, while
DFT uses a fixed number of targets; iv) The performance of
DBT primarily depends on object detection.

Keywords— Multi-face tracking, Tracking by detection, Face
identity label assignment

I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple target tracking (MTT) estimates the locations and
scales of multiple targets in every frame of a video, preserves
a label of each target and maintains trajectories of a varying
number of individual targets [1]. Unconstrained videos are
those recorded from different shooting angles, usually from
multiple cameras with dynamic objects in the background
where targets move under various illumination changes.
Multi-face tracking is one of the important domains of MTT
and is used in surveillance video analysis, individual and
behavioural recognition, crowd analysis, and event detection
and prediction. The problem of multi-face tracking in
unconstrained videos is still far from being resolved. The main
reasons for this are the inability to detect faces in an
unconstrained environment due to the multi-pose appearance
of faces, changes of facial expressions, the presence of
structural components (e.g., glasses, sunglasses) and shortand/or long-term facial occlusions, significant variations in
the face scale and scene illumination in multiple shots,
multiple entering and exiting of the surveillance environment
and the occlusion of faces when they move in a crowd. Multiface tracking methods should be robust enough to overcome
the following main issues: i) imperfections of the face
detector; ii) variations in face poses, scales and abrupt
head/body motion; iii) different camera motion patterns; iv)
complex illumination due to variations in shooting angles
and/or changes in the background.

The MTT methods use online or offline assignments of
detections between consecutive frames. Online tracking
methods [8, 9] rely only on the information available up to the
current frame. Offline or batch tracking methods [4, 5] employ
observations both in the past and in the future. Probabilistic
and deterministic assignment methods exist. The frequently
used probabilistic methods are the JPDA (Joint Probabilistic
Data Association) [10] and the single-scan MCMCDA (Monte
Carlo Markov Chain Data Association) [11], while greedy
assignment [12] and the Hungarian algorithm [13] are related
to deterministic methods. Offline methods are classified
according the optimisation techniques as follows: graph flow
[2], linear programming [14], multi-clique [4], multi-scan
MCMCDA [11] and discrete/continuous energy optimisation
[5]. Recent work [15] addresses MTT issues by combining
appearance, motion and interaction cues in one tracking
framework where recurrent neural networks are used for
encoding long-term dependencies in cues.
The main advantage of offline methods over online ones
is the assignment quality, while the main drawback is the time
delay caused by processing a bunch of frames before
assignment in the frame. This makes online methods more
suitable for real-time surveillance systems where a time delay
is undesirable.

This paper describes an approach to robust multi-face
tracking, which combines a deep convolution neural network
for face detection in each frame (i.e. a tracking-by-detection
paradigm is followed) a number of face trackers based on
position and scale correlation filters supported by mechanisms
for tracking failure detection, and minimisation of the identity
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Different visual cues are used for the target representation.
The main target representations are: a two-dimensional array
(the image data in the form of an array of brightness values,
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HSI colour, HSI gradients); a one-dimensional histogram of
properties (e.g. a colour histogram); and a feature vector (e.g.
a vector of Haar gradients, HOG components, 2D binary
patterns, SURF features).

A discriminative scale space (DSST) tracker [21] finds an
optimal target position and target scale using discriminative
position and scale correlation filters, respectively. An
exhaustive search in position-scale space is avoided by
applying a position filter first and then a scale filter on an area
centred on a position filter maximum score. Both filters are
based on a contrast-sensitive variation of histogram -oriented
gradient (HOG) features, i.e. F-HOG [26] features, and the
circular correlation in the Fourier domain is used for
computing scores between the target filter in the current frame
and the learned filter(s). The position and scale filters are
updated in each frame by some learning factor η. The
algorithm achieved state-of-the-art performance on the
VOT2014 benchmark [27].

The multi-face tracker proposed in this paper is the FHOG online detection-based tracker with a deterministic
assignment of detections. The experimental results obtained
by the proposed multi-face tracker are compared with the
following state-of-the-art MTT trackers:
i) mTLD – the modification of a long-term single-target
tracker TLD (tracking-learning-detection) [16] for multitarget tracking. The TLD explicitly decomposes the long-term
tracking task into the following sub-tasks: tracking, learning
and detection. The tracker follows the object from frame to
frame. The detector localises all appearances that have been
observed so far and corrects the tracker if necessary. In the
learning sub-task, the detector's errors are estimated and the
detector is updated to avoid these errors in the future.

The face detection to face trajectory assignment problem
is resolved by using the Hungarian algorithm [13]. The
algorithm minimises the cost function of assigning detections
to trajectories by allowing only a one-to-one assignment.

A Peak to Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) [22] metric is used for
both shot change detection and tracking failure detection. This
metric measures the peak strength of the position correlation
filter response. This response is based on a two-dimensional
map which can be divided into two areas: the area surrounding
the peak, and the remaining area, called a sidelobe. The square
area around the peak is 12% of the response map size and the
sidelobe is the remaining area. The PSR metric is given as:

ii) ADMM – a multi-target tracker [17] which is adapted
for robust tracking in the presence of outliers and tracklet
matching across occlusion. It is based on a simple but
powerful ADMM - Alternating Direction Method of
Multipliers algorithm, which is well suited to distributed
convex optimisation represented by the Hankel matrices
associated with the sequences of positions of moving target(s).
iii) IHTLS – a multi-tracker [18] based on the Iterative
Hankel Total Least Square (IHTLS) algorithm for solving a
multi-tracklet association problem as a Generalized Linear
Assignment (GLA) using a dynamics-based similarity
measure.

=

(

)

(1)

where mean (μ) and deviation (σ) are calculated from the
sidelobe area. The MaxPeak is the highest value in the
response map. Typically, if th e PSR is below a predefined
threshold (for example 10), a tracking failure occurs. Shot
change detection is described in Section 4.

iv) ADF – a robust multi-face tracker based on learnt
discriminative video-specific face features using pre-trained
convolutional neural networks [19]. The Hungarian algorithm
is applied on the learned discriminative features to link
tracklets within each shot and the hierarchical clustering
algorithm to link tracklets across multiple shots to form final
trajectories.

An off-the-shelf ResNet network [23] is used for face
identity labelling. The ResNet network generates a 128component real-valued vector for metric-based face
recognition.
IV. THE MULTI-FACE TRACKING PROCEDURE
The multi-face tracking procedure applied on
unconstrained videos consists of the following five steps: i)
shot change detection; ii) face detection; iii) DSST tracking
within a shot; iv) tracklet generation within a shot; v) ResNet
face recognition for face identity label assignment within the
same shot and among different shots.

III. BACKGROUND
The proposed multi-face tracking system is composed of
the following components: a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN)-based face detector [20]; multiple
discriminative scale space (DSST) trackers [21]; a Peak to
Side-Lobe Ratio (PSR)-based target lost detector [22]; the
Hungarian algorithm [13] for optimal assignment based on an
Intersection over Union (IoU) in non-overlapping shots; and a
ResNet convolutional neural network for face identity
labelling [23, 24].

Shot change detection – Unconstrained videos from TV
series and music spots contain many shots. In general, videos
are decomposed into shots to enable reliable face tracking.
The decomposition can be performed manually or
automatically by using a publicly available shot change
detection method [28]. In the proposed approach, the
following automatic decomposition based on the DSST
tracker and PSR score is used: the frames of a video sequence
are pre-scaled to 200 x 200 pixels to speed up calculation. The
DSST tracker is initialised in the centre of the first frame of a
shot by an image patch with a dimension of 128 x 128. For
each consecutive frame of the same shot, the position
correlation filter is aggregately updated by the learning factor
η (0.025). The response of the position correlation filter is
evaluated by means of a PSR score, and when a PSR score is
less than the predefined threshold value λ, an abrupt scene
change happens (i.e. a shot change is detected).

A CNN-based face detector [20] is used. The CNN
architecture is composed of seven stages (14 layers), where
the last stage is implemented with the MMOD (Max-margin
Object Detection) approach [25]. Note that the CNN does not
have pooling layers. The first 6 stages consist of a
combination of convolutional kernels (with a dimension of 5
x 5) and a rectified linear unit (ReLU) where the first three
have a 2 x 2 stride dimension and the last three 1 x 1 stride
dimensions. The last stage contains a 9 x 9 x 45 convolutional
kernel with a 1 x 1 stride and MMOD as the last layer. The
entire network is defined by 180 495.00 parameters and it is
trained on 6 975 faces from ImageNet, AFLW, Pascal VOC,
VGG and WIDER.
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After the detection of a shot change, the shot change
detector is newly initialised with the first frame of the new
shot. Then, for the next frame which belongs to the new shot,
the procedure is repeated as described above. Fig. 1 depicts
the results of a shot change detection.
a)

b)

c)

d)

a)

b)
e)
Fig. 2. Illustration of CNN face detection: a) T-ara video; b) Bruno Mars
video; c) Darling video; d) Apink video; e) Darling video with one false
positive detection.

Fig. 3 illustrates examples of the ground truth of visual
appearances, the corresponding visual appearances of tracked
faces, and normalised faces with landmark points. Each
column corresponds to one frame. Each row consists of three
sub-rows: the upper sub-row depicts the ground truth, the
middle sub-row depicts the corresponding tracked face and the
lower sub-row shows normalized faces with landmark points
(red dots). Note that instead of 5 landmarks only 3 landmarks
are depicted (i.e. the centre of the eyes and the peak of a nose).
The yellow bars in the middle sub-row correspond to PSR
values and the yellow bars in the lower sub-row correspond to
the distance between the 128-dimensional vector stored in the
tracker and vector obtained by ResNet from the CNN
detection in a frame.

c)

d)
Fig. 1. Illustrations of the result of a shot change detection: a) T-ara video
(left frame 4043 and right frame 4044); b) Bruno Mars video (left frame 603
and right frame 604); c) Darling video (left frame 453 and right frame 454);
d) Apink video (left frame 639 and right frame 640).

Face detection – The CNN face detector [20] is run in each
frame of a predetermined shot during tracking since the
proposed approach follows the Detection-Based Tracking
paradigm. The obtained face image patch must be rescaled by
a factor of 1.45 to make it more suitable for the DSST tracker.
Fig. 2 illustrates CNN-based face detections.

ResNet-based face identity label assignment – The
procedure is applied for pairs of a face image patch obtained
by the DSST tracker on a current position and a face image
patch returned by the face detector, for which the IoU-based
assignment is not applied.

Tracklet generation – Tracklet construction connects
consecutive face detections of the same person. An instance
of the DSST tracker is used to generate a tracklet for every
face in a scene. An assignment problem for all pairs of a face
image patch obtained by the DSST tracker on the current
position and a face image patch returned by the face detector
for which the Intersection over Union (IoU) is greater than the
predefined threshold is solved by using the Hungarian
algorithm.

To assign an identity label to a face, a face from the
detected face image patch is normalised by using a 5-point
landmark pose estimator [29]. Normalisation includes inplane rotation, aligning the face centre with the centre of the
image patch and re-scaling the face to cover the entire patch
area. Each normalised face is given to the ResNet face
recognition network which produces a 128-component vector.
The Euclidean distance between these vectors semantically
corresponds to the visual difference between the faces. To
enable a face identity label assignment, a matrix of face
distances is used. Each cell of the matrix is filled with the
distance between pairs of the tracked face and the face
returned by the detector in the current frame. For each tracklet,
the most recent, completely visible face is selected as a
representative one. The Hungarian algorithm on the values of
the matrix is used for the face identity label assignment.

The Hungarian algorithm optimises a cost function based
on IoU. For the remaining pairs, the assignment is solved by
the ResNet-based face identity label assignment.

Figures 4-7 depict the results of the shot change detection
and pairs of normalised faces obtained by the ResNet-based
face identity label assignment.

DSST tracking within a shot – A DSST tracker [21] is
assigned to each detected face image patch and finds an
optimal face position and scale using discriminative position
and scale correlation filters, respectively. The DSST tracker is
robust and fast enough even when the target is partially
visible.
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T-ara shot 39

Bruno Mars shot 137

Darling shot 11

Apink shot 49

Fig. 3. Examples of the ground truth of visual appearances (the upper sub-row), the corresponding visual appearances of tracked faces (the middle sub-row)
and normalized faces with landmark points (the lower sub-row); each column corresponds to one frame.
.

a)

b)

a)

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 5. Illustrations of the result of shot change detection and pairs of
normalised faces obtained by the ResNet-based face identity label
assignment: a) Bruno Mars (frame 2248); b) Bruno Mars (frame 2249) - shot
change; c) A pair of corresponding normalised faces; d) A pair of
corresponding normalised faces.

c)
Fig. 4. Illustrations of the result of shot change detection and a pair of
normalised faces obtained by the ResNet-based face identity label
assignment: a) T-ara (frame 4043); b) T-ara (frame 4044) - shot change; c)
A pair of normalised faces.
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a)

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 8. Illustrations of the results of shot change detection and pairs of
normalised faces obtained by ResNet-based face identity label assignment:
a) Shot change Apink video frame 639); b) Apink video frame 640; c) Three
pairs of corresponding normalised faces - note that the second and third pairs
are identity switches.

c)
Fig. 6. Illustrations of the result of shot change detection and pairs of
normalised faces obtained by the ResNet-based face identity label
assignment: a) Darling (frame 2964); b) Darling (frame 2965) - shot change;
c) A pair of corresponding normalised faces.

a)

b)

b)

a)

c)
Fig. 7. Illustrations of the result of shot change detection and pairs of
normalised faces obtained by the ResNet-based face identity label
assignment: a) Apink video (frame 1102); b) Apink video (frame 1103) shot change; c) A pair of corresponding normalised faces.

b)

c)

A. The tracking procedure:
STEP 1: Read a frame. Detect a shot change. If a new shot is
detected and if there are active DSST trackers, then they
are suspended.

d)

STEP 2: Call the CNN face detector. If there are active DSST
trackers, then update them and determine the
corresponding PSR values. If a PSR is less than the predetermined threshold value, then the corresponding DSST
tracker is suspended (i.e. marked as failed).

e)

f)
Fig. 9. Illustrations of the result of shot change detection and pairs of
normalised faces obtained by the ResNet-based face identity label
assignment: a) Bruno Mars (frame 603); b) Bruno Mars (frame 604) - shot
change; c) A pair of corresponding normalised faces; d) Bruno Mars (frame
1932); e) Bruno Mars (frame 1933) - shot change; f) Pairs of corresponding
normalised faces.

STEP 3: For active DSST trackers, generate the tracklets.
STEP 4: Each CNN face detection which is not assigned to the
active DSST tracker is used fo r each suspended DSST
tracker to perform a face identity label assignment based
on ResNet face recognition. All suspended DSST trackers
with assigned face identity labels become active.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We evaluate the proposed multi-face tracker on 4 music
videos from YouTube: T-ara, Bruno Mars, Darling and Apink.
These videos are characterised by great appearance variations,
frequent shot/scene changes, and rapid camera motion.
A T-ara video sequence consists of 4547 frames and it is a live
vocal concert recording from multiple cameras with different
views. Bruno Mars (6483 frames), Darling (4729 frames), and
Apink (5275 frames) are MTV videos.

STEP 5: Each CNN face detection which is not assigned to the
active or suspended DSST tracker is used to initialise a
new DSST tracker. Determine and store the normalised
face image of the tracked face. GO TO STEP 1.
Fig.8. illustrates the result of shot change detection and
pairs of normalised faces obtained by the ResNet-based face
identity label assignment. Note that identity switches have
occurred.

The faces in these videos have undergone great appearance
variations caused by changes in scale, pose, illumination,
makeup, occlusions, and rapid camera motions. One of the
main reasons for selecting the dataset described above is the
ability to compare the results of the experiments with those
obtained in [19]. The following state-of-the-art MTT trackers
are used for comparison: mTLD [16], ADMM [17], IHTLS
[18], and ADF [19].

Fig. 9 depicts the results of shot change detection and pairs
of normalised faces obtained by the ResNet-based face
identity label assignment.
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TABLE I.

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THEART MULTI- TARGET TRACKING METHODS FOR T- ARA VIDEO (4547 FRAMES,
GT 14321 FACES)

TABLE III.

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THEART MULTI- TARGET TRACKING METHODS FOR DARLING VIDEO (1729
FRAMES, GT 9114 FACES)

Method\Metric:

Recall
(% )

Precision
(% )

IDS

MOTP
(% )

MOTA
(% )

Method\Metric:

Recall
(% )

Precision
(% )

IDS

MOTP
(% )

MOTA
(% )

mTLD [16]
ADMM [17]

24.7
58.0

52.4
68.3

130
251

67.9
63.8

1.4
29.4

mTLD [16]
ADMM [17]

6.3
88.3

18.4
74.0

24
412

69.9
88.4

-22.0
53.0

IHTLS [18]

58.0

73.2

218

63.8

35.3

IHTLS [18]

88.5

80.2

381

88.4

62.7

ADF [19]
Our method

63.5
81.0

95.7
89.1

66
21

72.5
78.0

61.2
71.0

ADF [19]
Our method

87.8
91.3

86.2
89.3

152
9

88.7
74.0

71.8
80.0

TABLE II.

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THEART MULTI- TARGET TRACKING METHODS FOR B RUNO MARS VIDEO (6483
FRAMES, GT 1624 FACES)
Method\Metric:

Recall
(% )

Precision
(% )

IDS

MOTP
(% )

mTLD [16]

4.7

ADMM [17]
IHTLS [18]
ADF [19]
Our method

68.9
68.5
63.3
85.2

26.2

35

65.3

76.0
83.5
92.1
85.3

428
375
97
17

85.7
85.8
87.8
73.0

TABLE IV.
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THEART MULTI- TARGET TRACKING METHODS FOR APINK VIDEO (5275 FRAMES,
GT 7177 FACES)

MOTA
(% )

Method\Metric:

Recall
(% )

Precision
(% )

IDS

MOTP
(% )

-8.7

mTLD [16]

16.4

50.6
52.7
57.3
70.0

ADMM [17]
IHTLS [18]
ADF [19]
Our method

81.2
81.2
82.8
93.9

47.5

31

71.2

-2.2

92.8
95.4
98.5
93.6

179
173
67
7

76.1
76.1
76.3
77.0

72.4
74.9
80.5
87.0

T-ara: #frame 710, 1115, 2778

Bruno Mars: #frame 1902, 3310, 4891

Darling: #frame 1425, 2071, 3059,

Apink: #frame 584, 2604, 3137

Fig. 10. Illustrations of the qualitative results of the proposed multi-face tracking system.
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MOTA
(% )

The qualitative results of the proposed multi-face tracking
system are illustrated in Fig. 10. Tables 1-4 contain a
quantitative comparison of the results obtained by our
approach with other state-of-the-art multi-target tracking
methods.

[7]

[8]

From the quantitative results obtained on four music
videos from YouTube – T-ara, Bruno Mars, Darling and
Apink – it can be seen that our method achieves comparable
results to those obtained by state-of-the-art multi-target
trackers. However, owing to the ResNet-based face identity
label assignment, the identity switch achieves minimum
values.

[9]

[10]

[11]

VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a robust online detection-based multi-face
tracker which combines automatic shot change detection,
CNN-based face detection, multiple trackers based on
discriminative scale and space correlation filters, tracking
failure detection by using PSR, tracklet generation supported
by an assignment procedure based on the Hungarian
algorithm, and ResNet face recognition for face identity label
assignment.

[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]

The experimental results show that the proposed multiface tracker achieves performances comparable to those
obtained by state-of-the-art multi-target trackers but
outperforms them in term of identity switches.

[16]
[17]
[18]
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